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ABSTRACT

The free-carrier absorption of electromagnetic radiation due to the

presence of static scatterers is examined taking into account the electron-

electron interaction, the plasma-phonon polar coupling and the plasma

anisotropy. For the case of strong coupling in the isotropic plasma the

absorption due to the collective-mode excitation processes is, for frequencies

just above the plasmon-like collective mode frequency, shown to be dominant

over the absorption due to single-particle excitations. The expression for

the frequency-dependent absorptive part of the conductivity due to the

long-wavelength collective-mode excitations is derived for the case of

multicomponent anisotropic degenerate plasma (e.g. lead chalcogenides).

The results are discussed in detail and compared with available experimental

data for n-PbSe. The comparison with the previous theories is also given.
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I. INTFCDUCTION

In the preceding paper (Goettig), referred to as I, the general

expression for the high-frequency conductivity in the presence of static

scatterers (crystal imperfections) was derived for the quantum, multi-

component and anisotropic plasma. The polar coupling of the plasma with

optical phonons was taken into account. The result can be applied for the

calculation of the free-carrier absorption in a dopped, polar semiconductor

with a multivalley anisotropic conduction band (e.g. lead chalcogenides).

The expression for the conductivity was obtained up to the second ( lowest

non-vanishing) order in the imperfection electric field. The kinetic

equation treatment allowed us to account systematically for the electron-

electron interaction and in particular for the collective effects. We

accounted exactly for the plasma anisotropy. The plasma -LO-phonon polar

coupling was taken into account for the arbitrary strength of the coupling.

The absorptive (real) part of the conductivity occurs, in the

considered lowest order, due to a single elementary mode excited with

imperfections acting as a momentum sink. This mode can be an individual

excitation or a collective plaamcn-phonon mode (longitudinal-like excitations}

or a polariton-plasmon mode (transverse-like excitation }. Here we shall be

especially interested in absorption due to collective-mode processes (col-

lective-mode absorption). For the highly ionic semiconductor this sbeorption

tunas out to be dominant in the frequency range just above the plasmon-like

collective mode frequency.

The plasmon absorption for the electron gaa in the presence of

randomly distributed impurities was obtained for classical plasma by

(la62l
Dawson and ObermanVana generalized by Kon and Tzoar (1963) on the quantum

*\

case. The absorption resulted in a bump on the real part of the conduc-

tivity curve, just above the plasma frequency. Numerically the bump was of

the order of 20% as compared with the single-particle absorption.

It was first observed by Mycielski and Mycielski .(1974,1978) that

for an ionic semiconductor the collective-mode absorption, unlike the

single-particle absorption, should not be supressed by the strong ionic-

lattice screening of the impurities , and thus the bump should be more
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enhanced. Using the jelly model of the plasma, they calculated the plasmon

absorption for the isotropic plasma in the presence of static impurities

distributed at random. The presence of the ionic lattice was taken into

account only through the static screening of impurities and no account of

: : p]asmon-phonon coupling was given. The calculated absorption was

;-parable with the one measured for PbSe ( Mycielski et al. 1974) for

requencies higher then the plasma frequency.

The results of Mycielski and Mycielski were questioned by Katayama

and Mills (1979). They argued that the collective-mode absorption in polar

semiconductor Is small as compared with single-particle absorption and

moreover is several orders of magnitude weaker ttian the absorption observed for

PbSe. We do not agree w •: tn that conclusion. As was shown in I, in their

approach Katayama and Mills have erroneously neglected the static screening

•.rf the impurities by the electron plasma. As we shall discuss below, in

applying their formula to PbSe they also made a few numerically important

omitions.

Recently, Sommer (1980) made an attempt to generalize the approach

of Mycielski and Mycielski (1974, 1978) for the case of the multicomponent,

anisotropic plasma (without plasmon-phonon coupling) allowing also for the

presence of the magnetic field and the tion-parabolic energy band. However,

as we show below, her semiclassical approach is inconsistent in accounting

for the multicomponency of the plasma and in our view gives an incorrect

result.

Let us also mention the paper of Ting and Quinn (1976) who concluded

that the (single) plasmon absorption due to the presence of impurities is

negligible as compared with plasmon-assisted (by particle-hole excitation)

absorption. In this theory, however, the single-plasmon absorption occurs

only due to the photon-virtuaJ-pair-impurities-plasmon interaction while

the direct plasmon-phot.on-impurities interaction considered by Ron and

Ttfoar (1963) and Mycielski and Mycielski (1978) is neglected.

The present paper deals with the absorption in the electron-impurity

system in the presence of electron- LO-phonon polar coupling and is based

on the results obtained in I,

We start by considering the free-carrier absorption in a polar

semiconductor assuming the isotropic equivalent conduction band valleys.

In Sec. II we show that in the presence of strong coupling and for randomly

distributed impurity scatterers the bump on the absorption curve due to

high-frequency collective-mode excitations can be an order of magnitude

stronger then the smooth single-particle absorption curve • The absorption

due to transverse modes generation is also considered. Ln Sec.Ill we

calculate the absorption due to the long wavelength coupled-modes excitations

in the case of the muiticomponent degenerate plasma accounting for the

plasma anisotropy. The influence of the plasma-phonon coupling and the

plasma anisotropy on the collective-mode absorption is discussed in Sec. IV

for lead selenide and lead telluride. The comparison with available experi-

mental data is given.

II. ABSORPTION IN ISOTROPIC PLASMA

The expression for the high-frequency dynamical conductivity

conditioned by the presence of static imperfections for a w-species

anisotropic plasma coupled with optical phonons in a polar way is^according

to formula (6ti) of 1^giver, by

\3

,(Z.u>)-+

We assumed here equal charges e and equal concentrations of

t* -1

carriers of each species. m is the symmetric inverse effective mass

tensor of a particle of an a-th plasma component ( a-th conduction-band-

valley electrons). a (q, w) is the longitudinal random-phase-approxi-

mation (RPA)polarizabi1ity of a-th species particles in the perfect
system

- 3 -
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cy" (2)

where E,. ={ T\ /2)(k« m -k) is an a-th species single-particle energy

and f^ is the corresponding Fermi-Dirac occupation function.
Kt a

a (q) a a ( q , 0) is the static polarizability and c is the light

velocity . 1f(q , (u) is defined as

where

(3)

(4)

is the RPA dielectric tensor of a perfect system, <8 denotes the external

multiplication and i is the unit tensor. Here n is the concentration

of all carriers and

(5)

is the lattice dielectric function, with C being the high-frequency

dielectric constant, while u and u are the longitudinal and

transversal optical bare-phonon frequencies in the long-wavelength limit.

The tensor ? ( < ! , » ) is defined as

of thsscalar potential VJ> due to static, linearly screened imperfections.

Let us first analyse the contribution to the absorption due to

individual, collective and polariton-plasmon modes excitation in the case

of multivalley though isotropic conduction band i.e. for m =m. In this
a

case from Eq. (1) we obtain the following expression for the real part of

the conductivity {see Eqs. <69)-(71) of I):

(7)

where

and

are the absorption coefficients due to the longitudinal and transversal

modes excitations, respectively. Here £ ( <J , u ) and ,u> ) are

HPA longitudinal and transversal dielectric functions, respectively.

Above we assumed that < Vp yq / ^ does not depend on ^ direction

which occurs e.g. for randomly distributed impurities. In this case we

have

(10)

^ )• s.
(6)

(fl (6)
and T denotes the transposition. Finally ( f ^ }a is the spectral density of fluctuations

where

with s running over different kinds of impurities, n is here the
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. -.••••••rr.tra.tion of impurities of s kind, 7, Ls the total charge number of

;sn impurity of an s kind.

Let us consider the conductivity Re a ( u ;. For a given frequency

0) it is convenient to express the- conductivity as the sura of two terms

(12)

The first of them corresponds to wave number r; h in t.he irii^jir

which C ( q .

(8) for

coll
(q, u 1- \Tj) has only infinitesimal imaginary part. Re c (w)

occurs thus due to q satisfying the equation £(q, <u + f})''^- (fur real

u and q) i.e. occurs due to undamped collective excitations in the system.

We shall hence refer to Re •J ( ••>)(.oll as the absorption coefficient due

to the collective - mode excitations. The second term in (1?) corresponds

to q for which lim 1m £( q, w + 1 j) ) pd and we shall refer to Re o ( w )
f)+ tJ* ' x ind

as the absorption coefficient due tosi ngle-par Licle (individual) excitations

(5
in the system. We observe that according to our definition. Re 0 , ( u )

K ind

occurs also due to the Landau-damped collective excitations.

We have performed the numerical calculation of R e o , ( u ] at zero

temperature assuming the random distribution of impurities. The standard

form of RPA dielectric function £ (qt u) ' f see e.g. Balescu 1963] with

account for •w-=4 isotropic conduction band minima was used. The results

were expressed in terms of the "relaxation time" -r (HI) defined as [ compare

Mycielski et al. 1974 ]

(13)

where

(14)

The following values of material constants appropriate for PbSe have been

/ "> ) = 326, £ w = 5.46 meV , D=7 [ MycielKki
TO ' TO

used : £ =26, & ~

et al. 1974

(n= 1.54

LO TO TO
ID = 36.3 meV and the Fermi level E = 35.5 meV
P - F•I rt _ 3

10 cm , m= 0 . 0 6 ? m ) .
o

The s o l i d l i n e in F i g . l a c o r r e s p o n d s '.:c >'*• °n (lj; ' - The c i r c l e l i n e

(which on t h e l e f t , and r i g h t s i d e s i s i d e n t i c a l to l.liu s o l i d one) co r re sponds to

He M W ) . The bump- l ike p a r t of t h e L:'iL.id ; i ne above the d o t t e d one

c o r r e s p o n d s t c p lasmon-1 i k e - c o l leefcive-•mode ahssor-ptic-n. Th i s a b s o r p t i o n

s t a r t s a t u - tu ( s e e ( 3 8 ) j and vanitH>l;f;^ a fh-3 f requency CJ = w for

uhic-h the unriur'iped c o l l e c t i v e TTiodo mer,-'-1.! v i lh D ; i r l . i c l e -ho l c con t inuum.

For f r e q u e n c i e s just above <ii - ^ _ t h e r e , t ] s o • ;k-. a biufip c o r r e s p o n d i n g

t o low-f requency ro l 1 eo t ive -mode exeir.,i!. ; .ri; i!'-WKVer; t h i s bump t u r n s ou t

S
to be of the o r d e r ,iC 1% of Re- o (a>). a .n-d :.:HI'; i-uMio! be v i s i b l e on the

p r e s e n t s c a l e p i c t u r e . For t h e compari v.<.r-.< .-.:! t.h ;.he caao or" t h e plasma

decoup led from I,,0-phonc:ns 1 i r: F i g . l b v;e a l s o j j l o t a s imi la r - p i c t u r e

for £ = £ -^ ?6 •
o "

We therefore sea tha t for -&O > ; <6rjo the high-frequency-collect ive-

mode absorption i s dominant for frcqu&n-: ; ..•:: higher then ^ . in the range of

about 10 meV. In i t s peak the col lee Live-mod^ nh^orption is about an order of

magnitude stranger then the s ing le -pa r t i c l e one. I''or£o= £ the plasmon~

bump height remains comparable to thos' f.orr1;'. ponding to Ero ^ £^ j while

the s ing l e -pa r t i c l e absorption incrcasat; oy about two orders of magnitude.

This occurs because of the factor [ { c {•>< ) IA ̂  w a (q ) ) / (£ t4 i wo (q) ]
L.ilt o

which appears in the expression (S). Fee Sra -<~ rhis factor is equal to

unity. On the contrary in the case of 6: / £• the factor is of the order

of unity for q ^ k i.e. those q which mostly contribute to collective mode

absorption, and is of the order of £ '"'/Cu^^^A for the large q i.e. those

q which mostly contribute to single-partLcl<; absorption. Thus, the collec-

tive -mode absorption magnitude does not change significantly if plasma-

phonon coupling is turned on while one particle absorption is depressed by

the factor of the order of {£ / € )'". In the K-,Layama and Mills (1979)
o M

approach the factor considered above was erroneously given by [ £ (u)/£ J ,

and therefore the collective-mode bump wa?: also depressed by the factor of

the order of (£ /£a) .

Let us now turn to the evaluation of Re o (W . We shall restrict

ourselves to the case & = £ • Due to Lhe condition v << cT

( v = 3 n n n/wm is the Fermi velocity) satisfied for actual semiconduc~



tors, the wavenumber dependence of £ (q,w) in Eq.(9) can be neglected.

After a simple calculation we obtain

(15)

where cj( u ) = (u - u £<» /c. As the dynamical approximation for Rec: is
P 2 a 2

valid for frequencies « - <•> << u , clearly q( "> ) <<: k and the Thomas-

Fermi approximation for a(q) can be used. Assuming the random distribution

of impurities we obtain

(16)

2 2
where q = 6 i n e /E .

TF F

Similarly to the plasncn-absorpticn > the transverse-mode absorpt ion has a

threshold a t io = in . However, the magnitude of fie n ' « ) i s about 10 (v /c )
p s t F

times smaller then the average value of Re o (u ) , which can be seen if
coll

Eq(l6) is compared with the explicit expression for plasmon-absorption

given in the next section (Eq.(47)). Thus, for the frequencies close to U>
P

the absorption due to transverse mode generation is negligible as compared

with absorption due to longitudinal mode generation. Due to the small value of

v /c ("• 10 for PbSe with n~10 cm) this conclusion should not be changed

if tire plasma-LO-phonon coupling is included.

Therefore,in the presence of strong polar electron-phonon coupling

the absorption in the vicinity of the high-frequency collective-mode

frequency is determined by the collective mode generation processes. In

the following section we shall, analyse this contribution in the case of

anisotropic plasma.

- 9 -

III- COLLECTIVE. MODE ABSORPTION

From formula (l) we shall now extract the absorptive part of the

conductivity due to generation of undamped long-wavelength collective mode3

in the case of completely degenerate multicomponent and anisotropic plasma.

For this purpose we can restrict q? and i» in (1) to the high-frequency

and long-wavelength range, which corresponds to frequencies and wavevectors

of the undamped modes. For zero temperature this range is defined by the

following conditions (Goettig,1981, referred to as II):

(17)

(18)

Here we assume '.that the constant energy surface of the conduction band electrons

consists of identical non-equivalent prolate ellipsoids, m and m are the

longitudinal and transversal effective masses ( m > m ) and

k = (3 ir n/w)(m /m ) is the shorter axis of the Fermi ellipsoid. The

contribution to the q^-integral in (1) from the wavevectors beyond

the considered range and corresponding to e.g. single-particle absorption

will be not considered here.

In the high-frequency and long-wavelength range the dielectric

tensor (4) assumes with the q -accuracy the form (II)

— £

X.'i

(19)

*) This means that if = <T~ .rf . 0 , where 0 is a rotation matrix and
a a a a

"Si is of the form ,

u~ 0 0

% | 0 nT1 0

0 0 mj

- 10 -



where

( 2 0 )

and

t 2 1 )

(22)

£1 the Fermi level. % ls g i v e n by Eq.(14) w i t h m g i v e n fey

q = q*/q. In the following the relation

( 2 Q )

(23)

will

o(« J 1.

appropriate for cubic crystals vill

be assumed. In the case we have o( !

The tensor A can now be inverted. As it is the symmetric real tensor

function of the complex argument oi +• ii£ its inverse clearly can be written

(24)

ewhere \ and e are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of *A

(25)

a ).
In general, three equations X (q, u,)»0 determine the dispersicn

relations u = uj-(q) for the normal modes in the system and e ( t?u . Cq)j

are the corresponding polarization vectors. One of them corresponds to

longitudinal-like modes and the remaining two correspond to transverse-lite

polarization modes. To the collective-mode absorption it would contribute

**-l
only one part of A , namely those corresponding to longitudinal-like

polarization ( a = 1 ) . From the results of II one easily finds that within

the q accuracy we have

(26)

- 11 -

where

(27)

(28)

are the longitudinal q"-accuracy dielectric function and a-th species polar-

ization, respectively. With the same accuracy we have

&«>(

where the vector

(29)

(30)

is perpendicular to q.

The formulae ( 26)and (29)are valid (for the anisotropic plasma)

within ft accuracy (see II) where

is assumed to be much less then unity.

The F tensor (6) entering the conductivity (1) has also to be used

in its high-frequency and long-wavelength form. A simple calculation, along

the lines of Sec. 3 of II,yields with the q accuracy

with a Ccf, in)" given by Eq. (28) .

Inserting Eq.(2<T) (only its a =1 term) into the conductivity (1),

and taking the real part we obtain the collective-mode absorption coeffi-

cient as

{ >

(33)

- 12 -



where <1^-* denotes the solid angle element. Here q satisfies

condition^ 17) and (18). In the considered plasma transparency range we have

(34)

where u .(0?) are the positive roots of the equation £ (q,w ) =0- With the

use of Eqs.(27) and (28) we obtain

(35)

+ (4
1-

Performing the q-integration with the use of Eq.(37)

(40)

where

(36)

The frequencies u.(q! of the long-wavelength plasmon-phonon normal modes iece.

calculated in II within the q accuracy and are given by (i=+)

(37)

where the relation (23) was used . Here

Here 9 (x)=l for x >0 and 0 for x < 0 and

(41)

(42)

(38)

are ttie frequencies of the modes in long-wavelength limit and

*?
(39)

Inserting Eq. (35) into the formula (33) we observe that the vectors

e (q*, in) became the polarization vectors of the modes e + Cq*)^ (q'la^ (c[l

They were shown In II to be hiĵ iLy longitudinal and due to that (see Appendix)

*? Cq, io).e' (q) in (33) can with high accuracy be replaced
* * a ^

by P (q. w)-q. This gives

the vectors

(q

{*) In tt Cq) in order to preserve the q accuracy m± (?) should be

taken at q=0.

(43)

The formula (41) represents our result for the absorptive part of the

conductivity due to the generation of the long-wavelength collective anodes

in "frie considered anisotropic degenerate system. It is valid for arbitrary

static disorder. The expression for Re o ( ui ) which gives the absorption

due to + mode generation vanishes for <u less than <u „ and iB valid for

frequencies satisfying

where q satisfies the conditions (17), (18) .taken for a = u> , respect-
mt ±

ively. The formula (41) was derived assuming the condition (23) being

satisfied due to the symmetry of the inverse effective mass tensors. The

- 13 - - 14 -



de-ivation (from Eq.(l))of the formula for Re a ( » ) in the case of
coll

arbitrary effective masses is possible, but may lead to some complications

in the calculus (e.g. in the case of Eq.(23) riot being satisfied the

frequencies u
±(q) in the limit 1f+ 0 depend on ~ direction).

In the limit of isotropic masses (i.e. for in' =m 1) and for the case

of randomly distributed ionized impurities from the formula (41) we obtain

with use of Eq.(lO)

(45)

where

(46)
o o

and atq) = cî fq) , The expression (45) applies for the case of w equivalent

isotropic conduction band valleys, and differs from the one appropiate for

one valley with the same total concentration n. Namely the latter is smaller by

about a factor of w (for fixed n we have E^-w~2/'3}, besides,

the values of 4 irw o(q) are different in both cases.

In the limit a / u + O,i.e. for very high electron concentration

(but with <" * «i ) from Eq.(45) we get for the ( + ) sign

%- si)'1

{" —
(47)

where for simplicity we assumed the Thomas-Fermi approximation (see (18))

for the static screening. The formula (47) coincides with the one obtained by

Mycielski and Mycielski (1978) multiplied, however by the factor

[ in / a (2 in - u ) ] . This factor is of the order of unity ( CO is close to

- 15 -

u ) and its absence in the sxpression of Myci^lski and Mycielski results

from the non-systematic regard of the plasma aispersion in their Jelly-model

plasma approach.

In the limit of higft electron concentration and for randomly

distributed ionized impurities our result rat. be also compared with the one

obtained by Sommer (1980). For the comparison it is convenient to use the

Eq.(40) which for <a / u * 0 giveSjWith the use of Eq.(lO),

(48)

This formula differs from the one given by Sommer. In her Eq.(28)(taken for

zero magnetic field) the factor [a (q) - a (q, u ) ] . [a i(q) - a ,(q,u) ) ]
a a a a

-2 2
of (48) is replacedby the factor (4i ») [ £. + 4 ir w a (q)° ] .

This replacement is valid in the case m =m , but not in the case of many

non-equivalent valleys. The reason for this discrepancy lies in the erroneous

form of the function B (q) (Eq.(24) of Sommer) determining the charge

density induced by the radiation field acting on the collective-mode charge

density. The explicit way of deriving B (q) was not displayed in the Sommer

paper and hence we cannot pDint out more specifically where the error was made.

However, with the use ofthekinetic equation> we performed an independent

calculation of B (q) (in the case of zero magnetic field), which leads to

the results consistent with (48). We also point out that even if the proper

form E (q) is used in the Sommer theory the result obtained,

similarly to the Mycielski and Mycielski theory, still lacks the factor

3 2
[(D /u) (2ui -u ) ] .

P P

IV. APPLICATION TO LEAD CHALCOGEKIDES

We shall now use the formula (41) to calculate the collective-mode

absorption of an n-dopped lead chalcogenide semiconductor whose four non-

- 16 -
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equivalent conduction band minima are at the 1, points of the Brillouin

zone. Due to the symmetry of the w=4 effective mass tensor (their explicit

form was given in II) the sum over the plasma components can be reduced to

two terms involving only two effective mass tensor e.g. in* and m'. We

assume the random distribution of impurities and use the Fermi-Thongs

approximation (see (18)) for the static polarizability

(49)

With the use of Eq.(28) we obtain

(50)

where

fa- A- \\- * -
i

with

(51)

(52)

and itf̂ 4. As it follows from (44) the expression (50) is valid for the

frequencies satisfying

co^ •+ ~t
(53)

where m = (1/3)(m - m ).
d t i

With the use of Eq.(50) we have performed the numerical calculation

for lead selenide and lead telluride. For PbSe we use the sample para-

meters given in the previous section and m /m - 1.75 [ Dalven 1973 ] .

The results for PbSe expressed in terms of the relaxation time

defined by Eq.(13), are shown in Fig.? a. the solid line represents the result

for anisotropic plasma coupled to optical phonons. The broken line corresponds

to the isotropic plasma ( i.e. with m =m and given by Eq.(20))coupled with
a

phonons. The dotted and broken-dotted lines correspond to the decoupled

plasma in the anisotropic and isotropic cases, respectively.

We see that the influence of the plasma anisotropy is rather small

for PbSe as it lowers the absorption on average by about 7% as compared to

the isotropic approximation. For highly anisotropic PbTe with m /m =10 (Fig.2b)

the plasma anisotropy was found out to lower the absorption on average by

about 50% as compared to the isotropic plasma case. The plasma-phonon

coupling significantly shifts the absorption edge and also influences the

magnitude of the absorption.

In Fig.(2a) we also display . the available experimental results

obtained for lead selenide by Mycelski et al.(1974) in magnetoreflectivity

measurements. However, as these experimental points correspond to different

magnetic fields and were obtained with the use of some not strictly exact

fitting procedure their comparison with the present theory, can be only

quantitative. Still the experimental results exhibit a bump-like structure

localized in the vicinity of u frequency. The magnitude of calculated

absorption is close to the measured one. The broad structure of the

experimental bump at low frequencies can be explained as due to the

presence of the magnetic field [ Gonzales et al. 1978] . We observe, that

apart from a small contribution due to, single-particle absorption considered

in the previous section, the contribution doe to phonon scatterera [ Szymanski

1976 ] must be added to the collective-mode absorption.

Katayama and Mills (1979) applying their result for PbSe have

ignored the presence of w=4 equivalent conduction band minima i.e.they but

w=l. As it was shown in Sec. Ill this lowers the collective-mode absorption

- 18 -



by a factor of w. Secondly they assumed D=l contrary to the value

D=7 reported for the highly catpensated considered PbSe sample ( Mycielski

1974). These two factors, together with the disregard of impurity screening,

lowered the calculated collective-mode absorption by the factor of the

w . D . / - 2 \ *,4 .103.

N.ew experimental data, especially in higly anisotropic lead

telluride, are still needed.
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APPENDIX

Let us decompose the tensor P. .(q.ui ) given by Eq.(21) in the
(a)

following way'

where

{t ̂ »^

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

<A.5)

With the use of Eq,(18) we see that the vector P (<?, m ) . e+ (q) can be

approximated by *P (q*, w)'<? if the following conditions are satisfied;

(A.6)

{A.7)

A simple calculation leads to

(A.8)

(A.9)

and

- r fe-t^fy -[f K

(A.10)

(A 11)

- 20 -



With the use of Eq.(21) one observes that the conditions {A.6) and (A.7) are

satisfied if

«*"•*£ I

and

(A.12)

(A.13)

Let us analyse these conditions for lead chalcogenide

conduction band structure. Considering the condition (A.I2) we easily find

the quantity | a x | assumes its minimal value (for the fixed | x| ) i1

^Tis alo&g the long axis of an elipaoid and the minimal value if x is per-

pendicular to it. Thus (A.13 is always satisfied if

vX ' U (A.14)

For actual semiconductor parameters this condition is well fulfilled

especially for the high-frequency (+) plasmon-phonon mode. For highly

anisotropic PbTe we have m /m ~ 0.1 while,as shown in II , the maximal

value of | e+ (<?} j for n=1019cm~3 is about 1O*"5(1C~Z) for the +(-)

modes, and assumes lower values for lower electron concentrations*

The Becond condition (A.13), despite the fulfillment of (A.125

could not be satisfied if the cosine of the angle between the vectors

**-l ̂  2.

ta^.q and q could fce much less then one. A simple calculation gives the

minimal value of this cosine as 0.6. Thus, the condition (A;13) is also

well fulfilled.

Clearly, these numerical estimations are made for extreme q

directions and an error in the conductivity which involves q-integration

should be less than estimated above.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1 Absorption in the isotropic plasma for go** 323,

**, «26(V) and for £ 0 = £^= 26 (b)'. Solid lines: total t"Y«o),

circles: f̂ fta) due to single-particle excitatiotiB.

Fig.2 The higher-frequency collective-mode absorption

for PbSe(a') and for PbTe (b^. Solid lines: plasma anisotropy

and phonon coupling taken into account, broken lines:

anisotropy neglected, dotted lines; coupling neglected,

broken-dotted lines:anisotropy and coupling neglected.

Crosses : experimental values /see comments in the text/

of Mycielski et.ar, (1974).
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